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About ISI
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Who Are We?
ISI is a global technology organization, 

with a demonstrated reputation 

as a worldwide leader in providing 

comprehensive software and 

outsourcing solutions to clients in 

the Life Sciences, Government and 

other regulated industries. Since 

1992, ISI has pioneered innovative 

electronic submission and document 

management tools, earning an 

unprecedented reputation of delivering 

exacting quality, and improving client 

regulatory approval timeliness and 

speed-to-market delivery for new 

medicines. Today, ISI performs work 

for over 120 clients globally, including 

the top 50 Pharmaceutical and 

Biotech organizations worldwide.

Our Values
Founded on delivering core values of 

Integrity, Satisfaction and Innovation 

to our customers, ISI has continued 

to fulfill that promise. At ISI we value 

our clients highly and do everything 

possible to deliver on what we 

promise. We are committed to our 

client’s long-term satisfaction through 

the delivery of quality solutions and 

professional services. In delivering 

these solutions, we continually employ 

the most innovative technology to 

meet our customer’s needs.   
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Why ISI?
Moving to “e” is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Accordingly, ISI 

has developed a process-based solutions portfolio that enables 

interoperability between disparate applications and information 

sources, drives fundamental business improvements, and helps 

companies at every stage of their journey – from a paper-based 

environment to a fully electronic environment. Because drug 

development technology decisions are based on specific business 

processes and different organizational needs, ISI has also 

developed a global solutions portfolio, adaptable to every stage of 

maturity within the drug development lifecycle for any submission 

requirement, and any local regulatory market climate.

ISI’s unmatched ability to configure process-based solutions 

around client needs demonstrates our unique flexibility to 

implement software and service solutions seamlessly within almost 

any infrastructure. ISI provides a pragmatic, incremental approach 

to regulatory transformation. By systematically automating key 

processes with innovative solutions and limiting incremental 

new IT investments, ISI helps reduce costs, improve quality, and 

streamline the drug development lifecycle.
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ISI is audited over 20 times a year 

by Top Pharma, utilizes Six-Sigma 

quality assurance practices and 

validated products, and has its own 

autonomous Quality Assurance 

Program.

ISI has never had a Refusal to 

File (RTF) from an agency for any 

submission.

ISI’s well-regarded regulatory 

expertise and agency relationships 

ensure fast response time for our 

clients.

ISI can speed time-to-market
Effective submission management 

begins with clinical automation; ISI 

provides solutions to accommodate 

clinical trial management processes 

and integrate them with the 

organization’s submission processes.

ISI’s solutions enable parallel 

processing so organizations can 

start their submission planning earlier 

during the clinical process, resulting 

in less time to compile submissions.

•

•

•

•

•

ISI can break down information 
and process barriers

ISI helps break down the information 

silos that exist between the clinical 

and regulatory groups, ensuring 

quicker submissions and cleaner 

data.

ISI understands how technology 

and processes work together to 

increase automation and synchronize 

operations, creating organizational 

transparency.

ISI makes assembly of an eCTD and 

related paper CTDs for Europe and 

other countries a seamless process.

ISI can reduce risk
ISI delivers real-world, tailored 

solutions with performance 

guarantees based on our experience 

with the preparation and submission 

of 350+ eCTDs.

ISI utilizes industry proven tools, 

methods and best practices to 

ensure quality, accuracy and data 

integrity, to reduce the possibility of 

delays during submissions.

•

•

•

•

•

ISI has the ability to
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ISI’s demonstrated regulatory 

expertise, process optimization 

knowledge and use of best practices 

can dramatically speed submissions.

ISI is your partner with 24/7 real-time 

global support.

The ISI Solutions Platform 

architecture is a solid platform 

for growth that ensures that Life 

Science organizations can take 

advantage of existing investments 

in skills and technology while 

establishing a foundation for 

adopting innovations. With the ISI 

Solutions Platform architecture, Life 

Science organizations will have not 

only a robust infrastructure to build 

upon, they will also be able to reduce 

implementation timeframes and 

help mitigate the risks of platform 

obsolescence.

ISI staff resources offer flexibility and 

increased productivity. 

•

•

•

•

ISI helps lower costs
and maximize investments

ISI’s frontline position regarding 

industry trends allows us to 

accommodate changing business 

requirements rapidly and adhere 

to global guidance without 

requiring investment in entirely new 

technologies.

Proven systems built on platform 

and device-independent-architecture 

reduces application integration costs.

ISI enables companies to eliminate 

point solutions that add little value 

(consolidate maintenance costs).

ISI can provide turnkey integration 

with DMS systems to enable 

seamless workflow.

•

•

•

•

bring it all together.
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ISI Partners and Affiliations
ISI relies on our strong partner relationships with Adobe, 

Documentum, FCG, Open Text, IBM and CAC to deliver swift 

integration and interoperability for ISI solutions within complex 

Pharma environments.

ISI also has been a long-standing member and maintains a 

strong and active presence in industry organizations like DIA, 

Health Level Seven, CDISC, AMWA, RAPS, and EMWA that 

provide access to current and emerging industry standards and 

regulatory information. 
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Global Support
With offices in North America, Europe and Asia, ISI provides 

expert support for our products and services internationally.

ISI World Headquarters is located in Whippany, New Jersey, 

with West Coast regional offices in San Francisco, California, 

and satellite offices throughout the United States.

ISI Europe has its headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany with 

additional offices in Bristol, United Kingdom.

ISI Research supports operations in Seoul, South Korea. In 

partnership with CAC Corporation, ISI also markets its products 

and services in Japan. 
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Scalable solutions and services 
that solve complex problems from 
the bottom up help serve all of your 
current and future needs. From 
supporting existing Document 
Management Systems to providing 
solutions that build upon the ISI 
Solutions Platform, ISI’s solutions 
are the most flexible in the industry 
and adaptable to every client need 
and market situation.
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The ISI Solutions
Platform
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What is the ISI Solutions Platform?
The ISI Solutions Platform architecture is a solid platform for 

growth that ensures that Life Science organizations can take 

advantage of existing investments in skills and technology while 

establishing a foundation for adopting innovations. 

The ISI Solutions Platform allows ISI to create solutions that 

are simpler to implement, easier to use and that scale more 

quickly to full production. Because it utilizes standards-

based solutions that are already familiar to the enterprise IT 

organization, the architecture reduces the complexity that has 

typified technical infrastructure design. Common application 

and collaboration services can be provisioned across different 

environments. Disparate information systems can be linked 

with real-time information feeds and workflow. End users can 

interact with familiar interfaces regardless of device types. And 

applications can be deployed on an architecture grounded in 

years of Microsoft and industry research in developing dynamic, 

production-ready, and scalable business solutions.
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A Cost-Effective 
Solution
The ISI Solutions Platform utilizes 

Microsoft’s .net technology, and 

provides a highly cost-effective 

platform for extending an 

organization’s information technology 

portfolio with new capabilities.

 The platform provides common services         

that can be re-used in multiple business 

scenarios, thereby reducing licensing 

and operational costs.

 The platform provides technology 

capabilities that can be easily deployed 

by IT professionals and application 

developers, thereby shortening 

integration and implementation, 

reducing management costs, eliminating 

redundant programming efforts, and 

lowering the need for IT consulting.

 The platform is based on commercial 

software that has an established record 

of low total cost of ownership and 

predictable product roadmaps.

1.

2.

3.

Interoperability
By using open standards, the ISI 

Solutions Platform provides a higher 

level of investment protection and 

solution longevity while facilitating IT 

functionality across organizational 

groups, and leveraging new 

capabilities enabled through web 

services and device integration. 

Regulatory concerns have resulted in 

tightly controlled IT deployments that 

make software and hardware updates, 

upgrades, and migrations cost-

prohibitive. Information technology 

security is an ongoing process that 

requires periodic changes to operating 

environments as new threats are 

identified — a process that should 

enhance regulatory compliance, not 

compromise it. 
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Offerings
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ISI Software
With 15 years of experience, ISI has led the industry in delivering 

innovative products that help clients manage, compose, 

compile, track, publish, organize, write and annotate. ISI’s 

solutions streamline complex processes, making it easier and 

quicker to perform demanding tasks and overcome challenging 

obstacles. Easy-to-use features blended with powerful 

technology that perform behind the scenes make ISI’s suite of 

professional products unmatched amongst its peers. It’s no 

wonder why 25 of the top Life Science organizations use ISI’s 

software products and services.
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eCTDXPress
The Entire eCTD Lifecycle in Your Hands

eCTDXPress allows you to satisfy requirements for the entire 

eCTD lifecycle - from reviewing, compiling, publishing and 

archiving of eCTDs - to submission to multi-region agencies. 

Everything you need to create, edit and manage eCTDs is in 

one sophisticated easy-to-use solution. Technical processes are 

generated automatically, without requiring users to know XML or 

coding. eCTDXPress makes it easy to ensure compliance and 

submission-readiness so you can focus on building submissions 

while adhering to guidance specifications.

ISIPublisher
The Easiest Way to Publish Professional Documents

No matter what you’re publishing - whether it’s CTDs, reports, 

submissions, or papers - ISIPublisher streamlines the publishing 

process, making it easier and quicker to create professional 

documents. Conveniently assemble multiple documents under one 

umbrella for easy organization and formatting with customizable 

templates that predetermine publication settings and requirements 

(volume size, cover and master pages, tables of contents, etc.). 

Unparalleled integration with Documentum, Livelink, Windows 

File Share, and FCG’s FirstDoc also give you flexible control over 

adding files, compiling documents and preparing paper dossiers 

without any unnecessary steps.
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ISIRegTracker
The Global Solution for Product Registration Management

No other solution gives you the power to track, change and submit 

product registrations faster and more efficiently. ISIRegTracker 

overcomes the challenges of keeping products on the shelf with 

solutions that help manage and update registrations. You’ll be 

able to manage information through an intelligent repository; 

increase productivity through project management features; and 

identify needs and track changes through convenient search and 

report capabilities. Push forward into new markets with the global 

solution that makes it easy to manage product registrations.

CRFTrack
Get Your CRF Lifecycle on the Right Track

Reduce time and costs managing CRFs during clinical trials and 

while preparing for electronic submissions. With CRFTrack you’ll 

get faster results from global collaboration and powerful solutions 

that surpass submission requirements. Scan CRFs directly into the 

system, manage multiple tasks simultaneously, map audit trails, 

and integrate with an EDMS seamlessly. From beginning to end, 

CRFTrack solves all your complex lifecycle challenges.
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DocComposer
The Next Generation of PDF Conversion

Effortlessly convert and publish PDF documents for distribution, 

review and archiving. With high-speed scanning, indexing and 

PDF conversion, DocComposer is the easiest way to create digital 

libraries and electronic archives, eliminate storage costs and 

retrieval time, and integrate with an EDMS. DocComposer makes it 

easy to upgrade your existing information infrastructure with flexible 

and easy-to-use features, such as one step PDF conversion, 

automatic PDF formatting and much more.

Tools and Templates
ISIToolBox
PDF Solutions at Your Fingertips

The premiere set of PDF plug-ins for the Life Sciences industry, 

ISIToolBox simplifies and streamlines your workflow so you can 

create, edit and manage regulatory-compliant documents with 

ease. ISIToolBox gives you the tools you need to get the job done 

quickly and efficiently by taking advantage of the latest advances 

in PDF editing. ISIToolBox is more than just a set of tools, it is a 

wealth of expert solutions at your fingertips. 
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ISIWriter
One Solution for All Your Document Authoring Needs

Ensure that regulatory documents are perfect – the first time, 

every time – with ISIWriter. From beginning to end, you’ll save 

time formatting with templates and ensure guidance-compliance. 

ISIWriter helps users streamline the entire workflow, from 

distributing and authoring to repairing and publishing. And since 

ISIWriter was designed with expert medical writers, you can rest 

assured knowing that ISI’s wealth of experience is behind you. 

Helping you create guidance-compliant documents is what we do 

best.

AnnoDoc
Streamline Your Content Review Process

AnnoDoc simplifies the content review process with advanced 

annotation. Collaborate on documents from anywhere in the world, 

track annotations with automated audit trails and consolidate 

annotations into a single location. AnnoDoc also introduces a 

new paradigm in user roles that makes a key distinction between 

authors and owners, allowing users to review and annotate 

documents while maintaining the integrity of original documents. 

Keeping up with today’s regulatory and compliance environment is 

as easy as letting AnnoDoc streamline your content review. 
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Services
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Regulatory Operations Consulting
Complete submission management and 

coordination consulting

Understanding “Best Practices” for document 

generation, management and preparation

The interpretation of regulatory, agency and 

ICH guidance

The development of optimized
       business processes

Efficient submission processing and
      agency support

Implementation and Validation
Pre- and post-implementation consulting and 

services for ISI products with individualized 

technical services to optimize performance 

within current environments

Software Implementation: Services that 

help identify deficiencies and bridge gaps 

detrimental to successful processing of 

electronic submissions

System Validation Services: Complete 

validation and qualification-related services for 

successful production deployment

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Technical Consulting Services: Administrative 

and technical configuration training; design 

and architecture for new database systems; 

fine-tuning of integration to EDMS

Technical Project Management: Skilled project 

management capabilities to ensure on-time 

delivery for each phase of the project plan

Education
Technical Training Services: Installation, 

administrative and technical configuration 

training; Oracle database support with setup 

and performance tuning; extended system 

setup including product configuration and 

user/attribute mapping; complete systems 

integration or unique systems development

Subject Matter Training: For all ISI software 

products and workflows; medical writing and 

quality review processes; regulatory guidance 

and ICH Guidelines; submission types 

formats, and “Best Practices”

Training options include real-time, instructor-

led online training, online e-Learning modules 

for convenient self-paced training, and onsite 

instructor-led workshops with personalized 

curriculum

•

•

•

•

•
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Process Services
Medical Writing

Professional writing capabilities for nonclinical 

and clinical requirements

Networking services to identify regulatory 

affairs, medical, CMC, data management and 

statistician expertise as needed

Staffing fulfillment for “dedicated” quality 

reviewers

Structured Product Labeling (SPL) conversions 

and review

Technical writing for all software-related 

documents

Submissions Processing

Complete consulting, compiling and 

preparation services of electronic submissions 

according to regional guidance

Complete support for CDER and CBER 

electronic submissions including eINDs, 

eNDA, eBLA, MAA, ANDAs; multi-region 

submissions; Cumulative Marketing 

Applications; eCTD Submissions and lifecycle 

management; CRF and CRT processing, 

paper CTDs; transition from paper to 

electronic submissions and eCTDs

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

CRF Processing, Archiving
and Hosting

Complete outsourcing solutions for CRF 

web-hosting and processing; CRFs and 

DCFs tracking and archiving

Real-time repository access, 24/7

Staff Support

Augment your current staff with trained 

personnel to accomplish specific tasks 

as required during key stages within the 

submission process

Utilize professionals with expertise in 

compiling, managing, assuring quality and 

compliance, and completing eSubmissions 

on time

•

•

•

•
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I n t e g r i t y ,  S a t i s f a c t i o n ,  I n n o v a t i o n

www.imagesolutions.com

Corporate Headquarters 
Image Solutions, Inc. 
100 S. Jefferson Rd. 
Whippany, NJ 07981, USA 
Tel: (973) 560-0404 
info@imagesolutions.com 

European Headquarters 
Image Solutions Europe GmbH 
Stockwerk 4 
Frankfurter Str. 63-69 
65760 Eschborn, Germany 
Tel: + 49 (0) 6196 776 250 
infoeurope@imagesolutions.com 

West Coast Regional Office
601 Gateway Blvd, Ste 720 
S. San Francisco, CA 94080, USA 
Tel: (650) 624-5400 
info@imagesolutions.com




